Achieve Better Outcomes with Mirth Connect Premium

The sheer volume of data requires the right tools and expertise to meet your interoperability needs.

Organizations that manage their interoperability with Mirth® Connect by NextGen Healthcare, the largest open-source integration engine in the world, can achieve even better outcomes with Mirth Connect Premium. You receive:

- More than a dozen development extension packs
- Professional services for design and implementation
- Training programs for essential and advanced integrations
- 24/7 Advanced technical support

Mirth Connect Premium yields a strong ROI with improved support, scalability, and efficiency. This is particularly beneficial for organizations planning to expand their connections with outside entities or enable more sophisticated data sharing.
Learn how Mirth Connect Premium can impact the way you manage interoperability.

ENGINEER

Need: A flexible integration engine with the technology to address many projects; outside expertise to help meet critical integration demands; scalability, reliability, ease of infrastructure; and solid interface management

What Mirth Connect Premium can do for you

When you transition to Premium, you gain more than a dozen extensions that will help streamline connections and support more secure interoperability. Click here to learn more.

Benefits of a supported interoperability solution also include:

- Flexible, cost-effective licensing options
- No added costs for scaling interfaces/channels
- No need to design functionality from scratch
- Freedom to perform complex projects more easily

Technical support, professional services, and online training enable engineers to maintain a level of efficiency that supports quality care as healthcare continues to evolve.

HEALTH IT MANAGER

Need: Capabilities that allow providers to exchange vital data confidently

What Mirth Connect Premium can do for you

In addition to the core integration engine, Premium offers you features that include support for FHIR (R4); national network exchange standards such as XCA, XDS, PIX, and PDQ; and secure connections through an integrated SSL Manager.

The bottom line

Yes, an open-source solution is helpful, but there are limits to what it can do. Mirth Connect Premium meets the growing demands of health information exchange. This helps comply with regulatory requirements, expand connections with outside entities, and increase access to meaningful data.

BETTER STARTS HERE.

Contact us at 855-510-6398 or email mirthconnectsales@nextgen.com